With the advent of the internet, there is a major concern regarding the growing number of attacks, where the attacker can target any computing or network resource remotely Also, the exponential shift towards the use of smart-end technology devices, results in various security related concerns, which include detection of anomalous data traffic on the internet. Unravelling legitimate traffic from malignant traffic is a complex task itself. Many attacks affect system resources thereby degenerating their computing performance. In this paper we propose a framework of supervised model implemented using machine learning algorithms which can enhance or aid the existing intrusion detection systems, for detection of variety of attacks. Here KDD (knowledge data and discovery) dataset is used as a benchmark. In accordance with detective abilities, we also analyze their performance, accuracy, alerts-logs and compute their overall detection rate.
INTRODUCTION
2.1 Host-based detection: In this detection system the host machine is monitored for all its activities. Host-based 37 IDS is installed on the local host machine. It contains a host-handler which acts as a sensor. Host-based sensor 38 collects system logs, logging activities and other operating system-based logs [7] . They mainly hinge on audit 39 tracks for their functionalities, that enables them to identify elusive outlines of violations, which otherwise would 40 not be tracked in sophisticated level of perception [8] . Host-based methods generally provide more detailed 41 information about an intrusion event than network -based detections, they can provide exact statistics like 42 commands used by attackers, the aim of an attacker, files modified or accessed etc. 
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Machine learning is the systematic study of algorithms along with arithmetical models that enable computing 62 systems to accomplish a particular task, without exercising unequivocal operations. The term "Machine Learning" systems are broadly classed into three categories: supervised, unsupervised and reinforced learning. In this paper,
66
we have used supervised learning models for resolving the issue regarding detection of attacks. 
